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							Category:
						
						
														All
Piling Rigs  (39)
   CFA Piling Rigs  (16)
   Piling Rig  (16)
   Tools for Piling Rigs  (7)
Diaphragm Wall  (18)
   Grab  (4)
   KRC/KHD  (12)
   Hydromill  (2)
Crawler Drills  (52)
   Anchor Drilling  (32)
   Mini/DTH Piling  (20)
   Jet Grouting  (12)
   Geothermal Drilling  (6)
   Ground Investigation/Soil Investigation  (4)
   Tools for Crawler Drills  (1)
Drill Masts  (7)
Drilling Heads  (84)
   Multi-X Series  (15)
   Vibratory Heads  (3)
   Coring Heads  (2)
   Double-Heads  (20)
   Conventional Rotary  (43)
   Percussive Heads  (21)
   Piling Rotary Heads  (8)
Grouting Products  (50)
   Grout Pumps  (23)
   Mixers  (11)
   Jet Grout Pumps  (10)
   Storage Units  (8)
Crawler Cranes  (2)
Stone Column Piling  (7)
   Vibrofloation  (5)
   Non-vibration Stone Column  (2)
Multi Function Piling Rigs  (1)
Drills for Tunnelling  (6)
Crawler Concrete Pumps  (5)


						

					

				

				
					
						
							Brand:
						
						
														All
Casagrande  (101)
Hütte Bohrtechnik  (34)
HD Engineering  (42)
Lumesa Drilling Technology  (11)
Eurodrill  (39)
STA  (26)
Sysbohr  (1)
SEBHSA  (5)
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									C20
	
		
		142Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C20 is the Classic model of multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for Conventional and  CFA piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B125 XP-2
	
		
		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B125 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction utilising modern power systems and PLC machine controls 
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		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C20 is a multifunctional classic series of hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B160 XP-2
	
		
		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B160 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
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		172Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C20 is a multifunctional classic series of hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B175 XP-2
	
		
		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B175 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
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		201Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C40 is a multifunctional classic series of hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B200 XP-2
	
		
		246Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B200 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B240 XP-2
	
		
		283Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B240 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B250 XP-2
	
		
		336Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B250 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B275 XP-2
	
		
		336Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B275 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B300 XP-2
	
		
		400Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B300 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B360 XP-2
	
		
		400Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B360 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
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								The Casagrande B400 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
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								The Casagrande B400 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
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								The Casagrande B470 XP-2 is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction by drilling large and small boreholes in rotary piling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C20 CFA
	
		
		142Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C20 CFA is a hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, small - medium diameters
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B125 XP-2 CFA
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								The Casagrande B125 XP-2 CFA is a multifunctional hydraulic piling rig for foundation construction utilising modern power systems and PLC machine controls 
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		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C30 CFA is a Casagrande  classic series  hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, small - medium diameters
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									B160 XP-2 CFA
	
		
		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The B160 XP-2, in CFA Configuration is designed to build contiumuos flight auger or cast in situ piles.
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								The Casagrande C35 CFA is a Casagrande classic series hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, small - medium diameters
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		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande B175 XP-2 in CFA configuration is for drilling large diameter rotary and CFA piling.
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								The Casagrande C40 CFA is a Casagrande classic series hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, small - medium diameters
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								Casagrande B200 XP-2 CFA Piling Rig for drilling large and small diameter boreholes and for driving long casings
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								The Casagrande B240 XP-2 CFA  is a  hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, medium- large diameters
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								Casagrande B250 XP-2 CFA Piling Rig, for drilling large and small diameter boreholes and for driving long casings
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								Casagrande B275 XP-2 CFA Piling Rig, for drilling large and small diameter boreholes and for driving long casings
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								Casagrande B300 XP-2 CFA Piling Rig, a multifunctional rig ideal for drilling large and small diameter boreholes and for driving long casings
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								The Casagrande B360 XP-2 CFA is the largest Casagrande hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, medium - large diameters
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								The Casagrande B420 XP-2 CFA is the largest Casagrande hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, medium - large diameters
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								The Casagrande B420 XP-2 CFA is the largest Casagrande hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, medium - large diameters
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								The Casagrande B470 XP-2 CFA is the largest Casagrande hydraulic piling rig dedicated to CFA foundation construction, medium - large diameters
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								Casagrande Soil Auger Tools
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									Rock Augers
								

							
							
								Casagrande Rock Augers
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									Rock Augers – Conical
								

							
							
								Casagrande Conical Rock Auger Tools
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																					

							

							
								
									Rock Augers – Without Pilot
								

							
							
								Casagrande rock auger tools without pilot
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								Casagrande Rock Buckets
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								Casagrande Soil Buckets
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									Core Barrels
								

							
							
								Casagrande Crore Barrels
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																			
											
										
																		

									
																		

							

							
								
									Core Barrels – Speciality
								

							
							
								
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C3 XP-2
	
		
		100Kw
	
								

							
							
								The C3 XP-2 is Casagrande’s smallest multipurpose drilling rig, designed for constructing anchors, micropiles and jet-grouting.
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									C3V XP-2
	
		
		90Kw
	
								

							
							
								The C3V XP-2 is based on  Casagrande's smallest multipurpose drilling rig, designed for vertical pilling and drilling.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C4 XP-2
	
		
		100Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C4XP-2 is an hydraulic drill rig ideal for the projects in the field of foundation and is suited for constructing anchors, micropiles. and jet grouting
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C5 XP-2
	
		
		111Kw
	
								

							
							
								 The Casagrande C5 XP-2 multipurpose Drilling Rig for anchors and micropiles, with “Front The Wall” joint. Works in narrow spaces such as tunnels or inside buildings.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C5R XP-2
	
		
		111Kw
	
								

							
							
								Casagrande C5R XP-2 is a highly manoeverable hydraulic crawler drill rig for foundation, anchors, micropiles and jet grouting.
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		119Kw
	
								

							
							
								Casagrande C6-2 is an hydraulic drill rig ideal for the larger foundation projects and is suited to constructing anchors, micropiles and jet grouting treatments.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C6 XP-2
	
		
		119Kw
	
								

							
							
								With over 3000 units produced from 1979, the C6 XP-2 is Casagrande's best selling drilling machine.
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									C7 XP-2
	
		
		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								The C7 XP-2 drilling rig, with the new joints system providing total flexibility to reach the most extreme drilling positions. For larger foundation projects, anchor construction, micropiles and jet-grouting. 
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C7T XP-2
	
		
		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								Casagrande C7T XP-2 specialist tunnelling crawler drill
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C8 XP-2
	
		
		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								C8 XP-2 has been designed with increased stability and power to tackle the larger projects in the field of foundation and is suited to the construction of anchors, micropiles and jet-grouting.
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		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C9XP-2 is an hydraulic drill rig ideal for foundations, construction of anchors, micropiles. and jet grouting
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		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The oscillating tracks and flexible kinematic makes the M9 XP-2 a highly manoeuvrable machine and easy to set up on challenging ground.  
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C10 XP-2
	
		
		194Kw
	
								

							
							
								The C10 XP-2 is a highly manoeuvrable drilling rig due to the slew ring connecting the rig’s upper structure to the undercarriage. Easy set up on the most confined sites.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C12 XP-2
	
		
		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The C12 XP-2  represents the joint venture 60 years of Casagrande’s experience in the ﬁeld of drilling, together with the innovation a feature, which characterized the long history of company’s successes.  The C12 XP-2 is the new Casagrande drill rig designed and manufactured to tackle the larger projects in the field of foundation and is suited for constructing anchors, micropiles, CFA piles and jet-grouting.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C12V XP-2
	
		
		194Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C12V XP-2 drill rig is designed for larger projects in the field of foundation and is suited for constructing anchors, micropiles, CFA piles and jet-grouting.
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									C16 XP-2
	
		
		209Kw
	
								

							
							
								The Casagrande C16 XP-2 drill rig is designed for larger projects in the field of foundation and is suited for constructing anchors, micropiles, CFA piles and jet-grouting.
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		186Kw
	
								

							
							
								Casagrande PG185 XP-2 crawler drill tunnelling machine
							

						

					
	
						
							
								
																					
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																							
													
												
																				

									
																						
																									
																									
																									
																					

							

							
								
									HBR202 D/E
	
		
		65Kw
	
								

							
							
								Hutte HBR202 D/E confined access and low headroom crawler drill
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								HBR 202 E: a small drilling rig for large-diameter bores
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		100Kw
	
								

							
							
								Hutte HBR203-3 crawler drilling rig
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		140Kw
	
								

							
							
								Hutte HBR203-D/E a modern Mini Piling, Anchor, and confined access crawler drilling rig
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								Hutte HBR203-D/E is a modern Mini Piling, Anchor, and confined access crawler drilling rig
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								  3636 HBR 502-2: the drilling rig for micropiles, ground anchors and foundation construction
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								HBR 504-2: the drilling rig for micropiles and ground anchors
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								HBR 508-2: the drilling rig for micropiles and ground anchors
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								HBR 602-2: the drilling rig for micropiles and ground anchors
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								HBR 605-4 Hydraulic crawler drilling rig for micropiles & anchors
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								HBR 609-3: the drilling rig for micropiles and ground anchors
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								HBR 610: the drilling rig for micropiles and ground anchors
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								HBR 710: the new versatile drilling rig
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								       6767 HBR 205 GT: the best drill rig for geothermal drilling
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								Hutte HBR207MP SFA piling rig
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								Hütte HBR 207 GT is a hydraulic drilling rig for geothermal drilling
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								The HD50K-S is a very compact indoor/outdoor drill
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								The HD200 is a heavy duty rotary foundation drill
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								Eurodrill RH1X multi purpose rotary head
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								Eurodrill RH2X Multi Purpose Rotary Head
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								Eurodrill RH3X Multi Purpose Rotary Head
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	Casagrande UK
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